
 
POSITION DESCRIPTION QUESTIONNAIRE 

RISD’s description questionnaire is meant to serve as a tool to help managers accurately document and describe the 
major responsibilities/functions and minimum requirements of a job. While the questionnaire should contain sufficient 
information to appropriately describe the role and help formalize a position description, it is not intended to include every 
detail of work performed and it should focus on the role itself, not on the individual who might fill the role.  
 

I: IDENTIFYING INFORMATION:  
 
Job title/working title:  Department:  
Prepared by:    Date:  
     

II: MAJOR FUNCTIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES: Major functional responsibilities are the essential job-related duties that are 
necessary to the position, and if removed, would fundamentally change the position.  A major functional responsibility 
should be written in a manner that not only creates a clear picture of the specific duty to be completed (“the what”), but 
also describes the reason it is being done (“the why”).   Major functional responsibilities are not all-exhaustive tasks lists.   
 

Sample major 
functional 
responsibility:  

Proactively greet visitors; inquire as to nature of visit; answer routine inquiries and provide 
information or materials in accordance with pre-established departmental policies and procedures.  
Escalate and route complex questions or issues to appropriate individual.     
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III: POSITION SUMMARY/PROFILE: Brief summary statement explaining the overall reason for the existence of the 
positon, including the major end result the position should achieve.  

 

 

IV: MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS/REQUIREMENTS: List the minimum education, experience, and skills required to 
perform the job successfully. 

 

 

V: ENVIRONMENT/CONDITIONS: (including schedule, i.e. part-time, full-time, term or temp; tools and equipment used; 
and supervision of others, if applicable).   

 
 
 
 

 
VI: APPROVALS:  
(Supervisor/Hiring Manager):  
(Cabinet Member, if different from above):  
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